
Insights into DevSecOps 
culture adoption in Financial 

Services organizations

IT leaders in banking and financial services face pressure to 
drive increased customer lifetime value (CLV) and revenue.

Here's how they're doing.

Learn how Dynatrace can help you build and mature a 

successful DevSecOps culture so you can deliver reliable and 

resilient software at the speed your business demands.

Download the research

to learn more insights from IT leaders

In spite of these challenges, IT leaders are 
making strides in DevSecOps investments:

To create a more successful DevSecOps culture, 
financial services IT leaders recommend:

59%
Continuously testing software quality and security in production (shift right)

32%
Closely aligning business, development, security, and operations teams toward shared goals

28%
AIOps-driven root-cause analysis

Increase use of AI 
and automation 

across DevOps and 
security for scale

88%
Focus on the 

critical convergence 
of observability 

and security

89%
 Improve trust 
in the accuracy 

of decisions 
made by AI

72%

A global survey of 300 banking and 
financial services IT leaders shows that:

expect it to continue to 
speed up in the future

26%

say digital transformation has 
accelerated in the past 12 months

90%

The rate of system changes to deliver innovation is less frequent 
in banking environments than other financial services

Every minute

4% 18%

Other financial servicesBanking

While barriers to adoption exist, perceptions 
differ between the two financial segments:

Security teams don't trust 
developers and won't 
embrace DevSecOps

67%
52%

Developers perceive security teams 
as a blocker to innovation

48%
41%

A siloed culture between DevOps and security 
teams leads to a resistance to collaborating

33%
41%

The lack of a unified platform for DevSecOps 
leads to multiple versions of the truth

16%
24%

Both segments find it challenging to keep 
up with the pace of innovation

say a shortage 
of skilled 
resources 
makes it 
difficult to 
keep up with 
demand

77%
believe hiring more IT 
operations, DevOps, 
and site reliability 
engineering 
professionals will 
help overcome 
complexities

33%
agree that extending 
a DevSecOps culture 
will be key to 
accelerating digital 
transformation and 
driving faster, more 
secure releases

95%
say most 
or all of 
their teams 
adhere to 
DevSecOps

24%

Make tradeoffs between 
speed, security, quality, 
and user experience 

Sometimes 
sacrifice code 
security

53
% 62

%

35
% 41

%
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About dynatrace.com
Dynatrace provides software intelligence to simplify cloud complexity and accelerate digital transformation. With automatic and intelligent observability at scale, our all-in-one platform 
delivers precise answers about the performance and security of applications, the underlying infrastructure, and the experience of all users to enable organizations to innovate faster, 
collaborate more efficiently, and deliver more value with dramatically less effort. That’s why many of the world’s largest enterprises trust Dynatrace® to modernize and automate cloud 
operations, release better software faster, and deliver unrivalled digital experiences. 
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https://www.dynatrace.com/info/reports/cio-observability-security/
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